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Saturday 13th Feb 2016
Time

ASIAN STORIES
@Rajini School

Talks & Workshops
LIVEABLE CITIES

@Museum Siam, Glass Room 1

14:00 – 14:30

14:30 – 15:00

CHILL ZONE
NCE 2
ENTRA

FOOD TRUCK
Mini Stage

15:00 – 15:30

Kevin Kwan

Srindhorn
Chandraprasert

12:30 – 13:30

13:00 – 14:00
Dr. Oy S.
Kanchanavanit

Niramon
Kulsrisombat

15:30 – 17:00 T
E
16:00 – 17:00

Indoor Workshop

Outdoor Workshop

T

Sarinee
Sira
Achavanuntakul Leepipattanawit

Siam Life

Our Bangkok – How Should it be? led by Dr.Saranarat
Patterning Bangkok
In a wide-ranging discussion, four prominent environmentalists and SiamLife is a group of designers who, link Thai traditional
thinkers discuss how to a create a liveable city which celebrates art and culture, with modern design. SiamLife was initiated
diversity, is inclusive and resilient, able to face the coming challenges. by Pairoj Teeraprapa, a typographer whose works
have appeared on numerous popular Thai film posters,
Theerawat Pojvibulsiri, designer and lecturer at Assumption
University and Arwin Intrungsi, designer and lecturer at
Silapakorn University. SiamLife will lead participants in a
workshop to create beautiful patterns from rubber stamps
for the Bangkok Edge Festival.
E

Hyun Bang Shin

Kattiya
Pinyo
Tangtrongchit Traisuriyathanma

Pimpraphai
Bisalputra

Paravi
Wongchirachai

Kaona
Saowakun

Prempreeda
Pramoj Na
Ayutthaya

Timo
Ojanen

13:00 – 14:00

T

E

Rajini School

Dancing Tribal Puppets
Be entertained by the Chiang Mai Hobbyhut Puppet
Troupe from the Fine Arts Faculty of Chiang Mai
University under the direction of Vilavan Svetserini.
14:00 – 15:30
14:30 – 16:00

E T

Joe Cummings

Become a travel writer or blogger – Joe Cummings
Travel writing has a long tradition from John Ruskin to Paul
Theroux, or Sunthorn Phu’s Nirat poems. Today, everyone
travels and many aspire to become a travel writer. In this
fun and fascinating workshop, Joe Cummings, one of
Thailand’s great travel writers, shares tips on how to turn a
mundane journey into something captivating and inspiring.

How to live with granddad’s heritage?
The old town has been spruced up and painted anew, too new maybe.
Tourists are everywhere, ordering espressos and lattes. Should the
heirs of these former traders pursue new opportunities, or maintain
the trades of their grandfathers? How should their places be? Hear the
views of one of Tha Tian’s new generation of entrepreneurs: Kattiya 16:30 – 17:30 E
Tangtrongchit, as well as those of Pimpraphai Bisalputra – a Chinese
tycoon’s granddaughter, author and hotelier, expert in the history of
Bangkok’s Chinese merchants – and Paravi Wongchirachai – a policy
consultant and concept strategist specializing in cultural infrastructure
design, Well-known TV presenter Pinyo Traisuriyathamma moderates
this discussion.

Shane
Chumaporn
Suvikapakornkul Taengkliang

Flower origami workshop
Thailand’s signature handcrafts like garland
making and flower origami are used for both
ceremonial purposes and for decoration.
Students from Rajini School will share secret to
the beautiful decorative art.

14:00 – 14:30 T

Jakapan

Vilasineekul
Gentrification - who benefits?
Gentrification is a major issue in cities across Asia. Hyun-Bang Shin
examines how property speculation leads to the displacement of poorer
communities, unable to afford the high prices of homes and stores aimed
at the newly affluent. Taking examples from the region, Shin discusses
Krys Lee
Jung Chang
14:30 – 15:30 E
the impact of development on historic and cultural districts.Shin is joined
by Ajarn Jakrapan, a sculptor who uses art to engage local communities,
Jung Chang
helping to preserve and value local traditions and architecture.
Few books have had such an impact as Wild Swans: Three
Daughters of China, translated into 37 languages and selling
more than 13 million copies. Through the stories of her
grandmother, mother and herself, Jung Chang reveals the
tragic history of China’s twentieth century. Dowager Empress
Cixi: The Concubine who launched modern China, published
2013, examines her long rule and how she brought a medieval
empire into the modern age until its collapse in 1908.
Moderator: Krys Lee

15:30 – 16:00
16:00 – 16:30

16:30 – 17:00

Christopher
John Burdett
Jim Algie
Bangkok Noir
G. Moore
Two of the most renowned expat authors in Thailand will
hold court on everything from Hollywood movie deals to
the changing nature of crime and expat life in the kingdom,
while also discussing how their literary mysteries can serve
as a bridge to understand wildly different cultures and
peoples. Moderator: Jim Algie

Kathy McLeod

Recording Your Life in Pictures: How to Keep a Comic Diary
“Keeping a sketchbook is a powerful tool that can be
embraced by anyone, whether you’re a child adult, or
creative professional. It helps with mindfulness, creative
ideas and problem-solving, finding the magic in ordinary
details, and keeping a record of precious moments (in a
way that your phone camera cannot). In this workshop
Kathy MacLeod of BK Magazine, an artist who has drawn
autobiographical comics for most of her life, will introduce
you to techniques for keeping your own sketchbook. All
ages welcome!”

17:00 – 17:30

Sunday 14th Feb 2016

E

Tea brewing workshop
Tea is one of the world’s most
ancient beverages conferring
Kenneth Rimdahl
myriad health benefits. Monsoon
Tea provides sustainable tea from Thailand using
Camelia sinensis assamica teas, grown in the
natural forest. The demonstration will cover tea in
Thailand, and its history, as well as showing how
to brew tea in both Chinese and European styles.

16:00 – 17:00 E T
Chef Bo Dungporn
The Art of Thai Cooking
Chef Bo’s innovative traditional Thai cooking
based on sustainable practices makes her
restaurant different to others. Err, is her latest
restaurant project with a more relaxing vibe in the
old town area of Ta Tien. She has won the title Best
Female Chef at the 50 Best Restaurants in Asia
Award in 2013.

Busakorn
Suriyasarn

17:30 – 19:00 T
Is Bangkok “really” a gay paradise?
Thailand is known worldwide as a gay-friendly country. Many consider
it a haven for the LGBT community in Asia. But does Thailand live up
to its reputation as a gay paradise? A panel of speakers with intimate
knowledge of lives in the Thai LGBT community will share their personal
experiences and well-studied perspectives on that question.
Moderator: Shane Suvikapakornkul

Talks & Workshops

OUR URBAN EDGE

Time

SOUTHEAST ASIAN LIVES

@Rajini School

Outdoor
Workshop

Indoor Workshop

@Museum Siam, Glass Room 1

@Museum Siam, Glass Room 2

12:30 – 13:00
13:00 – 14:00
13:00 – 13:30
13:00 – 14:00 E
13:00 – 14:00 E
Ma Thida
Philip Sherwell
Pongsuang
Philip
Alex Face
Kongdej
Xavier Comas
Kunprasop
Cornwell-Smith
Jaturanrasamee
Is Burma still at a fork in the road?
Bangkok’s Leading Edge
As Burma’s newly-elected National League for Democracy MPs take
12:30 – 14:00 E T
In a thought-provoking session, four prominent Bangkok creatives, led their seats in parliament, Dr Ma Thida discusses the country’s hopes,
by Philip Cornwel-Smith, author of best-selling Very Thai, examine the prospects and challenges. Dr Thida is a writer, surgeon, human rights
Photobook workshop
13:30 – 14:00 cycles of creativity in film, fashion, music and street art, from edgy to hip to activist and a former political prisoner and aide to Aung San Suu Kyi.
mainstream, then onto the next trend.
She will be in conversation with Philip Sherwell, Asia Editor of The Daily Using his recent book, The House
Telegraph who accompanied Ma Thida as she voted in November and of the Raja, as a Case Study, Xavier
Comas teaches the fundamentals of
interviewed Aung San Suu Kyi in 1995.
book design and photographic editing,
showing participants how to perfect and
format images and design layouts. If you
have your own project to discuss with
the author, bring it along.

1

RAJINI SCHOOL
E
ANC

T E
Rajini School

Fruit and Vegetable carving workshop
Fruit carving is a traditional Thai art that has
been taught to young girls and women in the
royal palaces for many hundreds of years and
traditionally only adorned royal tables. It embodies
the spirit of Thai artistry which, apart from beauty,
also values precision, calmness and delicacy.
Rajinee School, founded by Queen Saowapha
in the late 19th century, has maintained such
traditions over the years and is delighted to transmit
such skills to members of the public.

14:00 – 14:30

19.30

Hugo (aka Chulachak
Chakrabongse) has produced
four Thai albums and two
English ones: Old Thyme
Religion (Roc Nation) and
Deep in the Long Grass. He
currently performs all over
Thailand and is appearing in a
stage play of Dracula. He is
curator of the music
component of Bangkokedge.

21:00

HUGO

MUSEUM SIAM
As Thailand’s first female
grunge singer, Ornaree
became successful almost
immediately under the
Bakery label. In addition she
also produces a popular TV
show on Thai pop culture.

22:00

NCE 3
ENTRA

@Museum Siam, Glass Room 2

12:30 – 13:00
T
13:00 – 14:00 E
13:00 – 13:30

13:30 – 14:00

Crazy Rich Asians
Crazy Rich Asians is an outrageously funny novel about
three super-rich, pedigreed Chinese families and the
gossip, backbiting, and scheming that occurs when the
heir to one of the most massive fortunes in Asia brings
home his ABC (American-born Chinese) girlfriend to the
wedding of the season.
The
talk
will
be
introduced
by
Srinthorn
Chandraprasert,former editor of Hello! Thailand. The book
has recently been translated into Thai as Liem Botun by
Sasi Bindhu.

14:00 – 15:00

WAT RAJABORPIT
SCHOOL

RAJINI
SCHOOL

FESTIVAL

The festival is easily accessed by various modes of transport. There are some parking spaces
about 5-7 minutes away from the festival, but we encourage you to opt for eco-friendly public
transport.
BTS/ Boat – Take the BTS to Saphan Taksin Station and then the
Chao Praya Express Boat. Get off at Yodpimarn River Walk and walk
for 5 minutes, or get off at Tha Tien pier and walk for 6 minutes.
MRT – Take the MRT to Hua Lamphong Station and take bus no. 73 or
73gor to Memorial Bridge and walk for 4 mins.
Uber – With Uber code “BANGKOKEDGE”, new users will get a
discount of 200 baht for the first ride.
Private Cars – If a private car is your only option, we have arranged
a discounted parking rate at Rajanawi’s parking lot (7 mins walk) and
Yodpiman River Walk’s automatic car parking system (5 mins walk).

17:30 – 18:00

18:00 – 18:30

Porpen
17:30 – 18:30 E
Hyeonsoe Lee
Khonkachonkeit
“My escape from North Korea”
An extraordinary insight into life under one of the world’s
most ruthless and secretive dictatorships – and the story
of Hyeonseo Lee’s terrifying struggle to avoid capture/
and repatriation before guiding her family to freedom. This
is the unique story not only of Hyeonseo’s escape from
the darkness into the light, but also of her coming of age,
education and the resolve she found to rebuild her life –
not once, but twice – first in China, then in South Korea.
Strong, brave and eloquent, this memoir is a triumph of her
remarkable spirit. Moderator: Pornpen Khonkachonkeit

18:30 - 19:00

CHAKRABONGSE VILLAS
ENTRANCE

TALKS & BOOKS

OAD
RAJ R
MAHA

WORKSHOPS

EXHIBITION
PICNIC AREA

FOOD & DRINK
ENTR

Untitled-2 1

Exhibition
A special exhibition
curated by Philip
Jablon from his
Southeast Asia
Movie Theater
Project.

MUSIC

Booth
DEMO TENT

FILM

ENTRANCE

Booth

LOCATION OF EVENTS
Untold stories of Hua
Lamphong station.
Evocative short films by
participants in the
Bangkok Video Journalism
and Filmmaking
Workshop, are screened
here for the first time. They
show the unseen sides of
Hua Lamphong that
celebrates its centenary
this year. In the process,
the station becomes the
backdrop for personal
narratives of life, love,
hope, and struggle.

FILM

3rd floor

International Talk

RAJINI SCHOOL
Y/OUR MUSIC immerses
itself in Thai musical genres,
from the traditional to labor
songs, from classical pop to
urban indie, spanning
generations and locales.
From streets of Bangkok to
the fields of Isan, nine
musicians reveal the
juxtaposing environments
that influence their sounds to
create a stimulating sensory
journey. While inhabiting
different worlds, the
musicians share a passion to
bring their artistic aspirations
to the fore and survive
outside the mainstream.

Smallroom Record’s
singer/songwriter,
Apichai Tragoolpadetgrai,
nicknamed ‘Lek’, is a
singer, artist, songwriter,
photographer and actor.
He will enchant the
audience with his music as
part of Saturday’s line-up.

23:00

ORNAREE

19.00

LEK GREASY CAFÉ

Yodpiman Pier
(Pak Khlong Talat)

Maft Sai is the man
behind the Zudrangma
record label and store,
specializing in Thai Funk,
Luk Thung and Molam
music. His work can be
heard on his Zudrangma
CD and vinyl compilations
releases as well at his live
“Paradise Bangkok” and
“Isan Dancehall”
showcases.
He has been collecting
records and DJing for
over 12 years, as well as
taking his showcases all
over the world.

21:00

Eve Pancharoen, better
known by her stage
name Palmy, is a
Thai-Belgian pop singer.
She has released
several albums and
performed throughout
Asia, Australia and
Europe. She has won
numerous awards and is
one of Thailand’s most
popular singers.

22:00

MAFT SAI

FILM

PALMY

MUSIC & FILM

19:30-Midnight @Museum Siam (Outdoor Stage)

Opening Ceremony
Join with us to celebrate the official opening of Bangkokedge 2016,
Bangkok’s first ideas festival.

18.00 – 19.00

Perfectly combining traditional
and contemporary beats, the
band released their debut album
21st Century Molam in
December 2014. Brought
together by Maft Sai and having
toured in Vietnam and Europe,
the band will perform their
unique tunes as the festival’s
closing band. The band
comprises veteran molam
players, with phin master
Khammao Perdthanon, khaen
maestro Sawai Kaewsombat,
plus Piyanart Jotikasthira on
bass, Phusana Treeburut on
drums and Chris Menist
percussion.

23:00

PARADISE BANGKOK
MOLAM INTERNATIONAL BAND

E
14:30 – 15:00 14:30 – 15:30

14:30 – 15:30 E
Gwen Robinson

Kevin Kwan

H.B. Shin

Dr Thitinan
Pongsudhirak

What is the “new Asia” and how does it relate to the rest of the world?
The panel examines the growing affluence, shifting demographics and
emerging priorities of a region in flux. Kevin Kwan, author of Crazy Rich Asians,
charting the emergence of a new, monied class and its changing values;
Dr H.B. Shin of the London School of Economics, who has studied urbanization
and the impact of state policies and middle-class aspirations, and Dr Thitinan
15:00 – 15:30 Pongsudhirak, head of the Institute of Security and International Studies at
Chulalongkorn University, who has tracked the “new diplomacy” and security
priorities of a more assertive Asia.
Moderated by Gwen Robinson, Chief editor of the Nikkei Asian Review, the
discussion promises to be provocative and wide-ranging.

Sudha Shah

Sudha Shah in conversation with Emma Larkin
Emma Larkin and Sudha Shah discuss Sudha’s incredible literary
journey across Burma and India in search of the truth about King
Thibaw of Burma, the last king of the Konbaung dynasty. King Thibaw
was exiled to India by the British when they conquered Mandalay in
1895, thus bringing to an end the Burmese monarchy. Sudha traced
his surviving ancestors and recreated a history that has been partially
forbidden and mostly forgotten in Burma. Why are these stories
important and what do they tell us about the country today?

14:30 – 15:30 E

Robert Carmack & Morrison Polkinhorne

Burmese cooking demonstration
Acclaimed chefs Robert and Morrison share some
of their culinary expertise and explain how to make
authentic Burmese dishes based on the recipes
from the award-winning The Burma Cookbook.

Claire Keefe-Fox

15:00 – 16:30 E T

15:30 – 16:00

16:00 – 17:00

16:00 – 17:00 E

T

Kamin
Kamani

Veeraporn Nitiprapha

16:00 – 16:30 Earthworm in the Labyrinth – Love and Illusion
Viraporn Nittiprapha not only won the 2015 SEAwrite award for her debut
novel A Blind Earthworm in the Labyrinth, but she did so with a love story,
a genre rarely celebrated on the winner’s podium. Then, in numerous talks,
she barely touched on the romantic element of the book. Today, however, is
Valentine’s Day, the perfect occasion for her to talk about love and illusion.
16:30 – 17:00
She will be in conversation with the writer, Kamin Kamini, himself the
winner of many awards.

Paritta
Wangkiat

Victor Mallet

Premrudee
Daoroung

Philip Sherwell

The Trouble With Rivers
The rivers of Asia – great and small – are often overfished, blocked
and diverted by dams, choked with garbage and poisoned by waste.
This continuing ecological crisis endangers health, agriculture and the
stability of densely populated riparian societies.Yet waterways such as
the Ganges, the Mekong and the Chao Praya continue to sustain the
lives of hundreds of millions. They can and must be restored.
Moderator: Philip Sherwell

Creative Writing – Historical novels
“Become
a
time
traveller”
The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword, it makes magic: Discover the 16:00 – 17:00 T
power of your own words, write your
own story, create your own clharacters!

E

17:30 – 18:30
Duangrit Bunnag
"Bangkok Manifesto"
17:30 – 18:00 Bangkok is a city of promise and problems. We need a new way of thinking
about our city.
Bangkok Edge is an opportunity for me to explore the possibilities of
Bangkok as it could be.
We cannot rely on hope when thinking about our future city, but must try
and create the city we want. This Bangkok Manifesto will be a challenge for
18:00 – 18:30 anyone who is interested in governing this great metropolis. It will envision
a possible future for the people who live here, showing how they can create
and re-create Bangkok as a city of Utopia. Bangkok Manifesto does not
offer solutions to our present-day problems but introduces a new realm of
thinking that will eventually transform the city and its future.

“The Mysteries behind
Joe Cummings
Dacre Stoker
writing Dracula”
Dacre Stoker’s compelling and informative presentation, Stoker on
Stoker, the Mysteries Behind the Writing of the Novel Dracula, weaves
together the details of Dracula’s history with Stoker family lore, and
Bram Stoker’s life in Dublin and London. Separating fact from popular
fiction...it reveals the truth about all things Stoker and Dracula.
Moderator: Joe Cummings

Wat Pho Massage School

Thai Traditional Massage Workshop
This workshop will give an introduction to this
centuries old and health-giving practice, the centre
of which is situated at Wat Pho, just a few steps down
the road.
What is referred to as “Thai massage” or “Thai
yoga massage” is an ancient healing system
combining acupressure, Indian Ayurvedic principles,
and assisted yoga postures.

17:00 – 18:00

17:00 – 17:30
17:30 – 19:00 T

MUSIC & FILM
19.00

SATURDAY 13 : EVENING EVENTS

19:00-Midnight @Museum Siam (Outdoor Stage)

Bangkok Love Story competition
Hana Chakrabongse, actress and celebrity, comperes this fun
Valentine’s event to find the best 2-minute love story - romantic prizes!

SUNDAY 14 : EVENING EVENTS

T

Jakapan Vilasineekul

“Voices from the Community”
The way of life of established
communities in old parts of the city
may seem mundane to those who live
there, but are fascinating and valuable
for outsiders, with the importance of
maintaining traditional pursuits and
memories only increasing with time.
This workshop will help local inhabitants
to share the history of their community
and discuss how it can be preserved and
celebrated in a creative way.

18:30 - 19:00
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